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ABSTRACT

.

This paper draws on reCent relearch findin in
contending that Starting with a student's "known4' is*a.particularly.
sophisticated concept that, when*understood both theoretically and
practically, will permit teachers to help students read their texts'
with greater ease. It argues,. that students may 4ave more prior
kncwledge atout a topic than Is readily, apparent and that if their
prior knowledge can effectively be tapped, a bridge between reader
and text may to created that will result in more successful
Comprehension of text and, in addition, will aid ±n the gaining of.

4 . .

new informaticn froi textbook reading. ,The paper then presents a
.prereading plan designed to access prio information and facilit
text proce-ising through a three-step Fr cedure that focuses on the
development and assessment of coneptual Ian-gunge and orgeinization
related to majorjdeaS expressed in a text Examples are presented to.
Shcw hcw'the procedure'may be used in the claviroom. (EL) ,-
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Included in almost every education course, lecture and text-

,

book is the shibbolletjto teachers that for efficient comprehen-
4

sion a6d new learning to take place, teachers must start with

JilL

their student's "known" background of information olr experiences.

(On the surface, this) enjoinder may be considered to be either

very sentible or very naive.

Well intended who believe they start with what

children already know as the bass for_instruction often attempt

to Adhere to this principle through overly simplistic techniques.

For example, suppose a teacher wanted to introduce a textbook

chapter about the nation's capitol-. La order to create a bridge

from what is known about Washington D.C. to a specific purpose

for reding the chapter, this teacher might ask a general ques-

tion such as "Has anyone ever visited Washington D.C.?" TOO often,

however, there is the only Ofifil child who has actUally visited the

nation's capitol, and while s/he tells about the trip, thd teacher

futilely attempts to engage-other class members-in discussion -

and most of the students in ,the room remain co9nitively uninvolved.

Those teachers Who find the statement nare often feel that

their students lack most of the basic experienFes which bring rel-

evant prior knowledge to tbe new task, and that the ideals or lan-

guage expressed in ttixtbooks are so far fr6M their students espe-

rlences that the job of bridge building is almost impossible. The

4
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in the text And the pi.koi knowledve and expressive language of

the student& often creates major instructional problems for

thv teacher And mAjor instructional problems for the student.

It is the thesis of this article that "starting with the

student's "known" is a particularly sophisticated concept

which, when understood both theoretiC7ally and practically, will

permit the teacher to help students read their texts with greater

easq,. It will be argued that, in reality, student may have more

prior knowledge about a topfc than is readily apparent and that

if their prior knowledge can effectively be tapped a bridge be-

tween reader and text may be created which will result in more

successful comprehenilon of text and, in addition, will aid in

the gaining of nes./ information from textbook reading. Row one

activates and enables the student to use links between their

knowledge of the topic and the text's topical content may make

all the difference in comprehension and recall.

A brief presentation will be made of the theory and research

/
'which form the conceptual base of 't-he instructional activity de-

scribed in this article.. The technique is designed to access

prior information and facilitate text processing. A pre-reading

plan will be presented which focuses on the development and as-

sessment of conceptual language and organization related to

mfikjor ideas expressed in a text The link from theory and re-

search to instructional implications will be demonstrated

throughout the article.

4
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reader-author interaction which may impede comprehension of

text. Some 01 tilt- findings from this research suwjest that

the k)raphi( representA.tions in a toxt are only symbols and, in

not carry meaning. It is the reader's

prlor knowledge which permits anticipation and interpretation

of the author's intended message and loads to oomprehension of

the textbook material. As the reader processes 'the ideas repre-

sented in the text, associations are formed in the mind of the

reader which are perceived in light of this past meaning and

their possible future integration with new ideas expressed in

the text (Adams and Collins, 1979). New ideas and information

are learned and retained most efficiently when particularly

relevant ideas are already available within the reader's cogni-

tive structures. Prior knowledge serves a subsuming role by

furnfshing "ideational anchorage" during new learning experi-

ences (Ausubel 1968). This leads us back to the student's

"known" shibboleth and suggests that for efficient text pro-
.

cessing and successful comprehension to take place, some sort

of prior experience is necessary. And, it is this writer's con-

tention that aimost everyone knows someth4 (however remote)

about almost everything.

The assumptions underling this view of reading comprehen-

sion emanate from recebt theory and researbh on memory which

attempts to explain 1) how knowledge'is organised and retrieved

and, 2) how knowledge relates to reading comprehenision, recall, and-text

processing. Since Vild-ar-vanixation of knowledge and retrieval
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a bxio( leview of the ACT model of memory and schema theory

will kw. pre.iented, and the mannyr ln which those theorlos can

be utIlized to expand the mndexstandin9 of reader-text inter.

action will be ex,pilicated.

The ACT model (J. Anderson, 1973, 1976) differeAtiates be-

tween declarative kno-wledge 1n0 )rocedural knowledge - between

knowing that and knowing how. 1

1

The knowledge of * fact or truth

is declarative knowledge while(the doing of a Skill or task is
1

procedural knowledge. Declarative knowledge is described in

terms of a propositional network and procedural knowledge is

described in terms of productions. The propositional network

is made up of a set of ideas or nodet connected by relationships

or links between those ideas. .The propositional network and

productions interact to form cognition. Anderson suggests that

3Z1 nodes, links, and productions are permanent once they have

been formed and this implies that memory breakdowns are caused

by inadequate retrieval rather than by the loss of stored knowl-

edge. In recall, a frequently used link is more likely to be

activated than one which is not used as often. Als6, the greater

the number of links leading to nodes, the greater the Probability

of recall.

From this brief description, it can be inferred that memory

probes may encourage the activation of less used links leading

to nodes, and this activation may in turn increase the use and

strength of a parl.iicular set cif links and nodes (Gagne, 1978).

It appears then, that the events occurring during a pre-reading

1.k.
activity may effect the use of links leading to a partipular

.4p
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nrpropriate and more highly elaborated prior knowledge which has

hoot, Ctored In mem(Iv. Pie reading activitit3s, then, may eftec

tivAsly ho w.od hy the teacher to help students approach the new

reading task with activate0 prior knowledge, with more meaningful

anticipations, and thus with greater cognitive readiness than had

the pie-reading ptopfxration not occurrecL

Another largo body of related research on the organization

of knowledge and how knowledge relates to comprehension has been

conducted which has increased our understanding of processing,

comprehension, and recall based on interaction between the reader

and the text. Stuqies have shown that the organization and ac-

cessing of knowledge influence the manner in which the rfader

organizes information provided by the author and affects the
%

qu,ality of the organization of that knowledge in recall. Rumel-

hart and Ortony (1977) postulated that knowledge is incorporated

into abstract conceptual frameworks,,or schemata. A schema is a

metaphorical allusion and is meant to represent generic knowl-

edge which may be based on common su4ject matter, attributes or

associations. Schema theory suggests that text processing is

reliant on the reader's past experiences and prior knowledge.

It also describes the manner in which schematahave idiosyncrat-
.

ically been organizedand structured, and explains how different

kinds of prior knowledge affect retrieval of knformation and

recall of text. Schemata lepresent what the reader already

knows about a topic and help the reader to structure the inter-

pretation of new messages about the topic (Anderson, Pichert,

and Shirey,'1977; Anderson, Reynolds, Schallert, and Goetz, 1977).

'a 7
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schemata. Interpieting a situation or comprehending a text

liffilvIdtioAs to telate the elements in the event or

text with thc twneric charactori2ations in their own schematic

structure. Also, tlilL organizational structure of knowledge

facilitates learning and remembering of information (Anderson,

Spiro, and Andex,,on, Ina), and may provide a plan which helps

rea'ders retrieve information (Pichert and-Anderson, 1977).

Pearson (1979) conducted a study to learn if reading com-

prepension involves binding specific textual infprmation to ab-

stract schemata. If this were so, he hypothesized, then readers

who have better developed sdhemata for a particular topic would

understand and remember more than those with weaker schemata.

Pearson's findings support the notion of comprehension as a pro-

cess of integrating new information with preexisting schemata.

If*the schemata are weakly developed, oomprehension requiring the

integration of new and known information is difficult.

In a related study, Tannen.(1979) found that antipipatory

structures are based on past experience and these structures can

be seen in the retelling of a passage. Furthermore, these

structures of expectation which support the processing and com-

prehension of stories also-serve to filter comprehension and-

influence recall. If the quality of the input is good, however,

recall may still be poor due to inappropriate Memory structures

(Bobrow and Norman, 1975).

In order for readers to make full use of background knowl-

edge as it applies to organizing and making sense of text, it is

necessar); for them to have a conscious awareness of how to orga-
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tent. The work of Brown and Flavell provides the rationale for

thiS assertion. Brown (1977) suggested that tho executive pro-'

( $.4 !", c41 i ting, planning, Oleckinv, and monitoxing tam/ the

basic characteristics of efficient /thinking in learning situa-

tions. Executive monitoring involves evaluating and regulating

one's own ongoing abilities and strategies; Metacognition

(Flavell, 1976) refers to an individual's personal awareness of

the cognitive processes or stralegies used in learning. In

deliberate learning, conscious executive control forms the core

of irltelligent activity. Metfkcognition is the more encompassing

term under which more specific "meta" activities are subsumed%

Here, metamemory and metacomprehension will be briefly described.

Metamemory (Flavoll, 1970) refers to the self awareness of working

memory. Some form of knowledge or awareness of the workings of

mpmory is necessary to help individuals superyise the strategies

used ahd monitor the appropriateness of the ideas which are

evoked. Metacomplehension permits learners to reflect on their

own cognitive strategies when comprehending and, for example, to

become aware of What., they do and do not know (Brown, 1977).

Executive monitoring in the form of these metacognitive awareneses

can lead the reader towards a deliberate search for and refinement

of some ideas, rejection of others, and integration and adoption

of still others.

From the discussion above, it can be generalized that

teachers who wish to help their students comprehend the text as

successfully as possible must help them to retrieve prior kmowl-

edge by creating conditions under which appropriately related
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content pismented in the text. It is by weighing, evaluating,

and comparing the relationijiips of new and old information that

comprehension of the author's messao!, )efinement of ideas, and_
acquisition of new learning takes place. Sometimes students do

lack adequate knowledge about the topic being presented, and

therefore experience difficulty comprehending the text. Flow..

everi, often readers experience difficulty because they have not

accessed appropriately related ideas, have not activated all

available knowledge related to'the topic, have not associated

the information being presented in the text with their prior

0knowledge or because they have made the cpgnitive connection at

a particularly low conceptual level due to insufficient concept

torganization.

Every learner, simply because of life's experiences, can

almost always make some level of conceptual association or link

with a new topic of study. What the original experiences were,

how they are organized in memory, how frequently they have been

activated, or how they'are utilized in new learning situations

varies from person to person. however, if teachers wish to

facilitate more efficient comprehension of text, then they must

provide experiences which permit studentA to access and evaluate

as many relevant knowledge structures as possible. Teachers

must: 1) provide a cliaate of inquiry which permits the student

to activate prior knowledge, and 2) encourage discussion in an

environment in which the student can evaluate the appropriateness

of available ideas.

, 10
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designed to facilitate the consciow, accessing of knowledge

related to major concepts-presented in a text_ It requires that

roader-, ho given the opportunity to ACCOSS priox knowledge and

encourages the elaboration and evaluation of appropriately re-

lated accessed ideas. The assessment aspect or the procedure

assists the teacher in: 1) determining the amount of prior knowl-

edge a atudent possesses about a specific topic, as well as the

manner in which this knowledge is organized: 2) becoming aware tlf

the,concePtual lanquage a student uses to express knowled6e about

a given topic; and "3) making judgments about how much additional

background infofmation must be taught b.Vore the student can

sucnCessfully read the text. The-instructional aspect of the pro-

cedure: 1) permits students to know what they already know about

a topic; 2).elicits group interaction Which providgs the environ-

ment for elaborathin of existing language and ooncjapts; and

3) permits Yefinement of concept anticipations to take place
A

which, in turn, facilitates the processing of and learning from

text.
The PReP calls for a group discussion before students are

expected 10 read the text. The teacher must carefully review

the portion of the text to be assigned for readip9 and sel,ct a

word, a phrase, or a picture which will bck used to stimulate

group 'discussion about a key ooncept dealt'with in the text.

There are three phrases to the lesson:

ii
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designed to facilitate the conscious accessing ot knowledge

lt requires thatrelated to ftla Jo X- 4: onceFts presented in a text .

readeis he given- the opportunity to access prior knowle(jge and

encourages the elaboration and evalUation of appropriately re-

lated accessed ideas. The assessment aspect of the procedure

; assists the teacher in: 1) determining the amount of prior knowl-

edge a student possesseS about a specific topic, as well as the

manner in which this knowledge is organized: 2) becoming aware of

the conceptual language a Studen/ uses to express knowledge about

a given topic; and 1) makin9 judgments about how much additional

ba'ckground information must be taught before the student can

successfully read the text. The instructional aspect of the pro-
..

cedu're: 1) permits students to know what they already know about

a topic; 2) elicits group-interaction which provides the environ-

ment for elaboration of existing language and mncepts; and

3) permits refinement Q f concept anticipations to take place

which, in turn, facilitates the 'processing of and learning from

text,.

The PReP calls for a group discussion before students are

expected to read the text The tillfther must carefully review

'the portion of the text tO be assigned for reading and select a

word, a-phrase, or a pictUre which will be_used to stillulate

.'group discussidn about a key concept dealt wiib in the text.

Thdiev are three phrases to the lesson:

tr.
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). lbw t cher ask s : Fel I any t hi.99_.t ha t _c_omes

wind when ... (you hear this word, see this

(-1111e, etc.). Aft(Ir each student han freely

a -,()(- 1 at ett nd t o'l(1 what i deas i al 1 y came

to mind, and the teacher has Jotted these

responses on the board, the teacher then asks

each individvial:

II) What made you think of ,.. (the response given

^

by each of the students during Phase I) r After

each student hasthad an opportunity to think

;atipout 'and tell about what triggered those ideas,

the teacherjthen lays:
11

III) Rased on our discussion have_you any new ideas

about ... (the-word, the picture, etc:).

the purpose of this three phase lesson is to help both

teachers and students become aware of and assess what the stu,

dents al,ready know about a concept and to permit the students

to organ.ze land refine anticipations about the concepts to be

read in the tex-t. Students are encouraged to probe for as

many links as po-;sible about a given idea, and may even have

the opportunity tc> formulate additional links as a result of

the group discussion. It is particularly important that the

teacher not impede the students in accessing memory units

which may'be in the students' concept structure, but may not

e

be01 the teacher's.

Phases I-and III elicit "free association" re.sponses

whereaS Phase,II elicits a metacoqnitime explanation.
.
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verballze during Ist I and III based on the amount and

organization of their prior knowledge. Catligorization of

knowled(w into the levels dctitwd bolow w.Ll ptovide tho

teacher with diagnostic information which is partiCularly

useful for planning instruction.

_

Insert\Figure 1 about here
r

.1f the student has much prior knowledge about the concept

being discussed, the responses to the question "Tell me anything

that oomes to mind when ..." generally,take the form of super-

ordinate concepts, definitions, analogies, or a linking of that

concept with another concept to show evidence of high level

integration of ideas. If the student has some knowledge about

the concept being discussed, the response to the:stimulus gener-

ally takes the form of examples, aitAbutes, or defining charac-
-

teristics. If the student has little prior information about the
_

concept, the response generally foce&es on such low level-associ-

ations as morphemes (prefixes, suffixes or root wOrds), words

which sound like the stimulits word, or first hand experiences

which are often particularly recent.-

A group of fifth graders were shown a picture of a court-
.

room scqpe. When they were askecUto tell what came to mind when

they saw the picture, the follewing-responses were given. (St,u-

_dent responses and their corresponding levels are shown in Figure

2,) Phases I, II, and III are,indicated by the appropriate Roman
A

numerals. Note that leyels are assigned only for responses elic-

ft
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Insert Figure 2 about here

- - - -

the responses focus on the type.of organization utilized by the

student. For example, during Phase I and 11 Sob seems to rely

leavily on associations or possible firsthand experiences. How.

over, as a result of discussion and the metacognitive activity,

he had the opportunity to activate a greater number of memory

links which then permitted more sophisticated concept decisions

as can be seen in his Phase III response. Alice, on theiother

hand, seems to be working at an association or firsthand experi-

once level and has not conceptually henefitted from tho Phase II

*
discussion in terms of text related readinesA: Here, there is no

evidence of concept, growth from Phase Ito Phase III. Based on

this quick analysis, the teacher might determine that Bob can be

expected to comprehend the social studies chapter dealing with

the American judicial system and is ready for the textbook as-

signment, whereas Aliwce requires specific concept instruction

prior to the assignment of text reading.

It is important that a student who responds at the little

prior knowledge level during Phase I be given an opportunity to,

explain why the response came to mind. For example, Dan re-

sponded with associations during Phase I. However, during the

Phase II metacognitive activity, he said "the jury will tsell if

you're guilty or'not": This verbalized awareness, as well as

the discussion which took place, may have permitted this student

to criticallY select appropriate pr'r knowledge, access related

ccincept links, and thInrespond at a higher level dUrIng Phase HI

1

a
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Ntudunt at the SAMO level durinQ Phase- III may now 1)0 ready
1

I t h u t t ( u 1 1 v On, jAge 1 fl t ext book r eadi ntj . However 1 t uctioht

be best it the teacher kept close watcti ehould assistance, in

t
the form of.discussion and concept elaboration become necessary.

Responses in the much and some calegories generally indi-

..ate that the atudent is likely to read the text with adequate

comprehension. However, students at the some level may need

a'bit of teacher guidance, often in the form of probing ques-

tions. Students respOnding at the little level Will MQst

ilikely require direct concept instruction before they can suc-

cessfully comprehend that portion of the text. .

Based upon this three part pre-reading activity, leachers

often gain important diagnostic inforMation about the group's

readiness to read the text with comprehension. The following

chart (see figure 3) may
v
be useful in helping the teacher to

organize student responses eor purposes of identifying those

students who are not Fikely to benefit from Aextbook reading

rithout flrst participating in direct concept insti-uction.

SUMMARY

Insert Figure. 3 about, here
4

The Pre-Reading PlAn is aniassessment/instruction'al ac-

tivity which benefits both teachere and students. The teachers
40

become Aware of 1) the levels of concept sophistication pos-

sessed by the individuals in the group; 2) the language the stu-

Zrents have available to expreTI their knowledge about the topic,
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book xeadinq can be assigned. Students are given the oppor_

tnni(y to: 1) stron,Ohon thoir information baGO via tho e1ahOra-

tion of prior knowlorloo; become more AwAro of their own re-

latud knowledge; and 0 anticipate thu concepts to be prosortted

in the text. nits elaboration of prior knowledge, the awareness '

of what is "known" about a topic, and the expectation about the

content and language'to be presented in the text are all func-

tions of the utilization of prior knowledge whioh lead to more

efficient processing and recall of the subJect area text.

4
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i-uuLN

Alice

C(MRTROOM

I person in court, lawyer, little - association,
judge and stuff

someone wouIebe ()Linty,
people can't get out innocent

III person might have to go to
jail or pay a fine

little - association

Bob I trial and being divorced little - association

II when people got divorced
they have to go to court

III oourt stands for"obey the much - superordinate
law and don't commit
crimes"

Carol I .court and judge little - association
.1

II knew judge was in court

III means justice some - defining
characteristic

Dan I lawyer, judge and jail little - association

II jury will tell if they're
guilty or not .

III trust in one another's
judgment when you have a
jury

some'- attribute

Figure 2
Sampae Responses li:cited During Phase I, II, and III of PReP
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